This is notlife.
This is prison.'
By Richard Mertens

OBILIC, Kosovo

Y

ou don't need a map to find the Gypsy camp here. You
just steer for the big smokestack on the edge of town. It
belongs to a coal-fired power plant and can be seen 20
miles away. Nearby, between a dusty, pot-holed road and small
hills of ash, is a cluster of wooden barracks. An eight-foot mesh
fence surrounds the barracks, topped by two strands of barbed
wire. That's the camp.
Eight hundred Gypsies, or Roma, live here. A group of children crowds excitedly around a pool of water that is the color
of motor oil. Not far away, women wash clothes in metal
basins, standing in ankle-deep mud around a water spigot. The
men are doing little, although one sits apart from the others,
carving a table leg with a kitchen knife. A tape deck blasts
Roma dance music. The air reeks of dirty water and human
excrement. Outside the fence, the countryside is turning a rich
green; inside there is hardly a blade of grass.
The scene is strangely familiar. Just a year ago, ethnic
Albanians were crowding into refugee camps in Albania and
Macedonia as they fled Serb terror across the border. There were
the same swarms of children, the same trampled earth, the same
mixture of boredom, restlessness and despair. The Albanians are
back home now. They are rebuilding their ruined houses, trying
to hustle a living and enjoying their freedom. They also are creating a whole new class of the persecuted and displaced. Last
summer, as the Albanians returned, they drove out the Roma
and looted and burned their homes.
The fence is not to keep the Roma in, but to keep other
people out. "You see what we have for a future?" asks one
man named Ibush Berisha. Until last year, he worked at the
power plant; now he is out of both a job and a home. He is
23, and he and his wife and child share a room with his
brother's family. He gestures toward an open patch between
the barracks. "We have mud and dirt," he says scornfully.
"This is not life. This is prison."

T

he future of ethnic minorities is one of many uncertainties
that hang over Kosovo today, more than a year after the
NATO bombings. The West has invested enormous amounts
of time, money and effort in the ravaged province. So far, the
failures stand out more starkly than the successes.
Not everything has gone awry. Thanks in part to Western
help, Kosovars made it through the winter. More than 100,000
homes were damaged or destroyed at the end of the war last
June. In the months that followed, relief agencies handed out
huge quantities of food, clothing, wood stoves, blankets, lumber, plastic and other building materials. By this spring, houses
all over Kosovo were sporting new roofs.
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There is still much to be done: schools and hospitals to be
rebuilt, homes to be repaired and replaced, roads to be
smoothed. The damage in Kosovo is a result not just of war,
but of a decade of neglect. And yet the physical repairs are the
easiest part of the job. The West is trying to cobble together a
whole social infrastructure, with improved education and
health care and public institutions that are suited to democracy and a free market. This work is
all the harder because when the
Serb authorities left last spring,
they took most of Kosovo's
technical and administrative
expertise with them.
Still, living under the Serbs
made Kosovo's Albanians canny
and resourceful. The shops in
Pristina abound with goods:
French perfumes, German televisions, Turkish
tomatoes,
Scandinavian
cell
phones.
Along the main roads, construction companies have stockpiled
enormous quantities of blocks
and roofing tiles in expectation
of this year's work.
But Kosovo's Albanians also have become experts at getting
around established authority. This is causing problems for
Kosovo's U.N. administration as it tries to assert greater control
over the province. Most people have refused to pay their electric bills. The black and gray markets are flourishing. More
worrisome is growing evidence of smuggling, drug running and
other organized crime.
Today's Kosovo has a frontier feeling—energetic, chaotic,
sometimes violent. Cars jam the center of Pristina, filling
the air with dust and fumes. Among the Yugos and
Volkswagens are a surprising number of Mercedes and
BMWs, half of them without license plates. Children roam
the cafes selling cigarettes and lighters. Litter and garbage
are scattered everywhere. Armed robbery is common.
Disagreements are sometimes settled with AK-47s.
Slowly—too slowly for many people—the United Nations is
trying to impose order. It has issued banking regulations, started

A year after
the NATO
bombing,
Kosovars
straggle
to co-exist
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a customs service, begun to register businesses and collect
taxes. It is paying modest stipends to civil servants, including
teachers, doctors and judges. It is training local police officers
and restoring postal service. It is beginning to register voters in
preparation for fall elections. It recently got the traffic lights in
Pristina working again. That was no mean accomplishment.
But a year after NATO's intervention, the West has been
BB unable to make Kosovo safe for ethnic minorities. Since
last summer, ethnic Albanians have been busy erasing
reminders of the long Serb presence in Kosovo. Serbian names
have been blotted out on the bilingual road signs, Serb churches have been dynamited. Of the Serbs themselves, about half
have fled. Of the 100,000 who remain, most live in all-Serb
enclaves, cut off from hospitals, schools and markets.
Just over the hills from Pristina lies Gracanica, a Serb village of about 10,000 people. Here the signs are in Cyrillic and
the graffiti still proclaims, "Here is Serbia!" But the reality is
far bleaker. There are few jobs in Gracanica, and most people
fear to travel beyond the military checkpoints at either end of
the village. Dragan, a 26'year-old friend of mine, says he sees
little sense in staying. Once a computer technician in
Pristina, he spends his time playing cards, watching the NBA
on television and envying young Albanian men with their big
cars, beautiful girlfriends and freedom. "What can I do?" he
asks. "My friends have gone away. I think the future is to go
to Serbia or somewhere else. For young people there is no
future here. I feel like a bird in a cage."

live with the few Serbs who don't have bloody hands," a 20year-old student named Fitim Ferati says. "But there are just
a few of them, believe me."
Besides Serbs, Kosovo has a surprising variety of other ethnic minorities: Roma, Croats, Turks and several groups of
Slavic Muslims. Most of them live precariously. The Roma
have suffered the most. Some of them have admitted helping
Serbs as they looted, burned and killed their way across
Kosovo last year. A few have been arrested on suspicion of
war crimes. But the innocent suffer along with the guilty. Of
an estimated 60,000 Roma who once lived in Kosovo, about
30,000 have fled. Many of the others live in fear. "Almost
anyone who can't speak Albanian finds himself in a difficult
situation in Kosovo," says Anthony Land, an official of the
U.N. refugee agency. "Wherever you go, whatever you do,
even buying a pack of cigarettes, you give away the fact that's
you're not Albanian. It's like wearing a badge."

'estern officials no longer speak of multi-ethnicity in
Kosovo. Instead, they promote "co-existence." In practice
this amounts to a kind of apartheid. Last year officials tried hard
to integrate hospitals, schools and workplaces. Now they are
simply trying to give Serbs and other minorities the protection
and basic services they need to survive in their enclaves.
It has become risky for an Albanian even to do business with
a Serb. Lately, Albanian taxi drivers have been beaten up for
giving rides to Serbs. Many Albanians are privately distressed by
this turn of events. But few are willing to speak out. Last fall,
Veton Surroi, a prominent editor and
§ publisher, wrote a commentary that
j criticized the violence against Serbs.
iii Few other Kosovars had the authority
* to air such views so openly. Surroi not
only had published his daily newspaper, Koha Ditore, under enormous
pressure before the war, he also had
remained in hiding in Kosovo
throughout the NATO bombing. But
for many Kosovars, his criticisms went
too far. The news agency of the Kosovo
Liberation Army quickly accused him
of being a collaborator—an accusation
close to a death sentence.
A friend of mine in Pristina, a tolerant and cosmopolitan man, says he
had a few Serb friends left in the city
but is afraid to be seen as friendly
toward them. The city is full of angry
young men, many of them former
KLA fighters, he explains. He and his
wife know a 70-year-old Serb woman
who lives in the building next door.
"We'd like to help her," he says. "But
Roma fled to the camp in Obilic after Albanians burned and looted their homes last summer.
we're afraid to. We talk to her on the
Kosovo's Albanians often say that Serbs who are innocent
phone. But we can't go over there. We just can't."
of war crimes—those with "clean hands," the saying goes—
This atmosphere of fear bodes ill not only for the future of
are welcome to stay. This sounds good, but in practice it
ethnic minorities in Kosovo, but for the future of democracy.
never seems to work. Most of the truly guilty fled long ago,
Kosovo remains at heart an authoritarian society. Kosovars
before NATO arrived. But to the Albanian way of thinking,
are a mainly rural people, with patriarchal traditions that
almost all Serbs are guilty, if only because they did nothing
have all but disappeared in the rest of Europe. The pressure
to stop those who committed the crimes. "We would like to
to conform is powerful. In late April, a protest against the
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imprisonment of ethnic Albanians in Serbia shut down the
center of Pristina for three days. Many shop owners kept
their businesses closed, less in solidarity with the protesters
than from fear of what might happen if they didn't.
Only some of the violence in Kosovo is ethnically motivated. The Albanians' long struggle against the Serbs is
turning into an internal struggle for money and power. In
places like Vitina, a trouble spot for U.S. peacekeepers, most
crime happens not between Serbs and Albanians but among
the Albanians themselves. So far neither the NATO-led
peacekeepers nor the United Nations has been able to establish effectively the rule of law in Kosovo. The peacekeepers
complain that they are not trained for police work; the
United Nations complains it has too few police.
Perhaps more grave is the failure of the court system.
Indeed, today's Kosovo is a product of failed justice, or at least
of justice deferred. The killing of thousands of ethnic
Albanians during NATO's bombing has so far gone unpunished. Within Kosovo, 40 people, mostly Serbs, have been
arrested for war crimes, but none has been tried. Nor have
Albanians been punished for crimes against ethnic minorities. "It's a huge problem," says Rolf Welberts of the
Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe, which
oversees Kosovo's courts. "A climate of impunity exists."
After months of delay, a local court system finally has started working. But it has serious shortcomings. "Where the victim
is Serb or Roma, the defendant, regardless of the severity of the
charge, has always been released," says David Marshall, a legal
expert. "And the reverse is true. When Serbs have been
charged, whatever the crime, they're not released."

Of 276 judges and prosecutors, only two are Serbs. Because of
the risks involved, few non-Albanian judges are willing to serve.
Western officials have little confidence that Kosovar judges can
deliver fair verdicts in ethnically sensitive cases. Instead, they
plan to bring in international judges to help try these cases,
including war crimes. The first trials could be held in June.

O

f course, as long as Slobodan Milosevic, the architect of so
much bloodshed in the Balkans, remains firmly in power,
any regional stability is impossible. Montenegro, on Kosovo's
northwest border, teeters on the edge of war with Serbia.
Kosovo's southern neighbor, Macedonia, with its large ethnic
Albanian minority, remains as ethnically divided as ever.
Although his army and police are banished from Kosovo,
Milosevic continues to stir up trouble from afar. American officials have blamed his police for fomenting violence in
Mitrovica, but the Milosevic regime exerts its influence
throughout Kosovo. Serbian state television and newspapers
spread anti-Western propaganda among Kosovo's Serbs. Many
of them also continue to receive benefits from the Yugoslav
government, including pensions and health care. Civil servants, including doctors and teachers, continue to receive their
salaries, even if they no longer have their jobs. In these ways,
Milosevic is able to undermine not only Western efforts in
Kosovo, but the efforts of moderate Serb leaders. These leaders,
who include officials of the Serb Orthodox Church in Kosovo,
have shown a willingness to work with the West but have little influence among ordinary Serbs.
Lately the West has been trying to help. It has been unable
to deliver what the Serbs desire most, which is the freedom to
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move safely throughout Kosovo. But it is helping the moderate
Serbs set up a radio station, which will allow them to broadcast
throughout the province, and making a greater effort to give
the Serbs better medical care and schooling. More controversially, it is helping Serb leaders plan the return of some Serbs to
their homes. "It's important to be able to demonstrate that
there are other Serbs willing to help them," says one Western
diplomat. "They don't just have to depend on Belgrade."
A few Albanian politicians also have cautiously
supported—"in principle"—the return of Serbs. American
officials took heart when Januz Januzaj, an ethnic Albanian

leader in northwestern Kosovo, welcomed their suggestion
that Serbs be allowed to return to an abandoned village
near the town of Istok, perhaps as early as June. But others
in Istok were less enthusiastic. When asked later about the
American plan, Januzaj grimaced like a man who had suddenly taken ill. "The people are very much against the
return of Serbs," he said mournfully.
For the Roma, prospects of going home may be better. On
April 12, after meeting with their Roma counterparts in
Pristina, Albanian leaders publicly affirmed the right of the
Roma to live in Kosovo, and they promised to visit Roma communities as a gesture of good faith. Such a
meeting was unthinkable six months ago.
But there is still a long way to go. At the
Roma camp in Obilic, people say they
want to go home but have little hope it
will happen any time soon. Zoj Maroli, a
36-year-old mother of five, says she would
like to leave Kosovo for five or 10 years
and then come back. "I'm afraid to go back
now," she says. "It is not safe."
She did leave once, months ago. An aid
worker drove her to a Roma neighborhood
in Pristina that angry Albanians had
destroyed last summer. They parked in
front of her house. "I didn't get out of the
car," she says. "I just looked at my house
and came back here. Everything was stolen
or burned. To me, it was better to be dead
than to see that." •

Kosovar Albanians throw rocks and bottles at French riot police
on the bridge across the Ibar River in Mitmvica.
lijatider close international scrutiny, has noticeably tempered its
|f|p^:J?rtvate cars, public bus.es and eofpneJicial lorries criss-cross far*
lines unimpeded. Basketball -and soccer teams now regularly
; against opponents from the other entity, the Muslim-Croat
El, And individual Bosnian .Serbs .have begun to set aside the
I stereotypes that fueled the war.
I jriost hardline politicians, like those in the SDS, now
s|lhe peace process, including paying lip-service to Serb par<
|lplj||ii* in the Bosnian state; One obvious reason far this abrupt
' ! "" ! > 1 :Ja attitude is international stipulations that prohibit parties
peace plan. Over the past year, international adminhave removed Bosnian Serb authorities from official
|i|<p|i|sp and banned several political parties'from: participating in
|l|||foM elections. But the nationalists' new cooperative tone leave*
Hupps :{afltics unimpressed. , "They obviously haven't changed
says Natasha Tesanovic, director of the independent
ve Television. "The simple fact is that they're always under
ttny of the international community. One wrong step and
i removed from the.'polteical scenes"
,
|e legacy of the war remains a Be'nsitivei.and emotional issue,
lian Serbs justify the "homeland war" as righteous and
^ as an ultimately defensive measure to rescue Serbs frotn
ifc state. The Serbs inevitably see themselves as victims of
Uilfe ethnic cleansing and int«OTationa(-c6hspiracies. For them,

the world is divided into countries that are "pro-Serb," like Russia
arid Greece, and enemies of their nation, like the United States,
Germany and Turkey.
One of the stickiest issues is the return of Bosnian Muslim and
Bosnian Croat refugees to their former homes, a key principle of the
peace accords. So far, only a trickle of minority refugees have been
repatriated. "The same, or in most cases similar, people are in power
as during the war," says Franjo Komarica, Banja Luka's Catholic archbishop, a leading champion of human rights in the region. "It's not
in the least surprising that they're resisting refugee return. Now they
say what the international community wants to hear in order to get
money, but they do nothing."
At every turn, Bosnian Serb officials attempt to block or delay the
process, and politically motivated violence against returnees is commonplace, Vesna Ljubicic, a 21-year-old economics student, complains,
"Now [the refugees} are corning back. We will have the same situation
as before the war. So what were are all the war victims for?"
There are still strong political links between Yugoslav President
Slobodan Milosevic and leading Bosnian Serb politicians, particularly in the SDS. Among most Bosnian Serbs, there is no love lost for
Milosevic, whom they accuse of selling them out at Dayton. But
Milosevic or not, Belgrade remains their point of orientation. And as
long as Milosevic can pull strings in Republika Srpska, international
administrators here face an uphill struggle. •
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Welfare reform faces a time limit of its own
By Neil deMause
omeless shelters overflowing in Broward County,
Florida. An increase of poor children seized from their
families by protective services in Utah. Poverty rates up
200 percent in Springfield, Massachusetts. Stories like these
are piling up in the fourth year since President Clinton signed
into law the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity
Reconciliation Act, better known as "welfare reform."
Five million people have been dropped from the welfare
rolls since then, leaving far too many deep in poverty. "In a
time of plenty, you don't hear a lot about this sort of thing,"
says Jackie Ladd of the Unitarian Universalist Service
Committee, one of a growing number of groups launching
national campaigns to turn welfare reform around. "You just
hear the numbers are down. That's it. But
while getting a job is great, it doesn't
mean you can support a family."
The end of "welfare as we know it" came
with an expiration date: October 1, 2002.
By then—five years to the day after states
were required to have new welfare policies
in place—Congress will decide whether to
reauthorize the existing law or replace it.
With this in mind, grassroots welfare
activist groups are focusing their local battles on a national target: reauthorization.

H

and grant levels that fail to even approach the meager sums
of the AFDC era. "Particularly in the northwestern states,
where you have both a rural population and an urban population, people get lost," Kahan says. Child poverty is up, she
reports, as is attendance at food banks and shelters. "All of
that indicates that poverty is way too deep."
What WRWAN is doing for the Northwest, the National
Campaign for Jobs and Income Support intends to do on the
national level (see "Allied Forces," page 17). A coalition of 100
groups in more than 40 states, spearheaded by the Washingtonbased Center for Community Change, the campaign's focus is to
"advance a progressive agenda" in the coming welfare debate,
according to campaign director Deepak Bhargava. "We're trying

W

hen President Clinton handed over
control of welfare policy to the
states in 1996, he did more than dismantle a 60-year-old federal safety net. He
made "welfare reform" a moving target,
with states running their own distinct
welfare programs, each with its own tangle of regulations and requirements. "It
put us all into our individual worlds of crisis," says Kate Kahan of Montana's
Working for Equality and Economic
Liberation (WEEL). "We don't have similar welfare programs anymore. Some of
our states even have county-by-county welfare programs."
To help combat this confusing melange, groups in seven
Western states, including WEEL, formed the Western
Regional Welfare Activist Network (WRWAN) in 1997 to
serve as an information and strategy clearinghouse. Last July,
WRWAN officially declared welfare reauthorization as its
main focus. Among the targets: lifetime benefit time limits
set at five years nationally, but lowered to as little as
21 months in some states; denial of benefits to immigrants;
IN THESE TIMES

A single mother at Hamilton Family Shelter in San Francisco.
to establish a dynamic where the best work that folks are doing
at the state level becomes the model for federal policy," he says,
"and the worst stuff that's happening gets some visibility so
there's a case for making changes at the federal level."
First up for the campaign: a national day of action this summer focusing on access to health care for the working poor
and immigrants. "There really has been an upsurge in organizing among low-wage workers," Bhargava adds. "Doing this
nationally five years ago would have been unimaginable."
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